1. In Karnley's initial meeting 5 Dec with Skewer-1 discussion almost exclusively devoted Cuban affairs in which S1 intensely interested. Discussion touched off by S1's announcement he had just been paid visit by Cisneros, who alleged to be new general coordinator MRP. This led to lengthy discussion MRP and particularly Manuel Ray. S1 has been supporting and inclined continue some support Ray and others.

2. In response S1's statement he be more than willing provide any information can obtain on Cuban elements, it suggested to him it be of great interest obtain from Ray at this time full expression his political aims and sort of political and social order he advocates replace Castro regime. S1 conceded this would be matter of concern to him in determining nature and extent any further support he might give to Ray and his group. S1 also stated thought could provide info on Ray organization, Ray current view of CRC, what assets claims inside Cuba, nature their activities and whether or not he
COMMUNICATES WITH THOSE ELEMENTS AND HOW, ETC.

3. (SI) HAS ALSO BEEN GIVING SUPPORT TO SUCH PEOPLE AS DIAZ LANZ AND CONTE AGUERO. (SI) SAYS RECENTLY GAVE FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO DIAZ LANZ IN CONNECTION BOAT OPERATIONS WHICH DIAZ LANZ CLAIMS HE OPERATING INTO CUBA.

4. WHILE KARNLEY'S OPINIONS ON SOME OF CUBAN ELEMENTS DISCUSSED WERE IN RATHER SHARP CONTRAST TO (SI) OUTLOOK ON THEM, HE SEEMED GENUINELY APPRECIATIVE HAVE OPINIONS AND INTIMATED HE MIGHT WISH CONSULT KARNLEY ON FUTURE SUPPORT HE ASKED RENDER CUBAN GROUPS.

5. PRESUMABLY (SI) CAN PROVIDE EXTENSIVE INFORMATION CUBAN GROUPS SOLICITING HIS AID. HOWEVER, STATION WOULD LIKE TO HAVE INDICATION OF RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF OUR PRESSING FOR SUCH INFORMATION.

FOR WAVE: COULD JUAN BE GIVEN VERY GENERAL RUNDOWN ON NATURE OVERALL CUBAN OPERATIONS OUT OF WAVE AREA AND SPECIFICALLY THOSE DIRECTED BY WAVE? CAN YOU CONFIRM DIAZ LANZ IN FACT RUNNING BOAT SORTIES AND IF SO, HOW THEY FIT INTO WAVE ACTIVITIES?
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